
Hi, I’m Kimberli Fitzgerald, your Historic Preservation Officer. Tonight I will be providing an 
update about our latest revisions to the Plan and provide an overview of the proposed 
historic code amendments.
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We have moved into Phase 4 of the Update process, and are on track to adopt the 
proposed plan this fall. We’ve been working with the Stakeholder Advisory Committee 
since October 2019, which included several HLC members; and have had two online 
surveys and two open houses.
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We are proposing the Goals you can see here on the screen. We have a total of six 
proposed goals, with two new goals  Goal 4 and goal 5.  We have updated Goal 4 to reflect 
the recommended language change from natural environment to cultural landscapes.  
Previously our plan had 5 total goals. Four are essentially the same (Education; Historic 
code; Financial support and Survey); One goal in our previous plan related to Local 
History/promoting tourism has been incorporated into our Education goal.
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We have identified 57 actions within 6 Goals to be implemented over 10 years. 
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In addition to addressing the comments and recommended changes to the text/formatting 
within the Plan, we have also updated our Implementation Plans; which are included in the 
revised Appendix.  They are organized by Year.
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We also have tables which summarize the total actions 10 years as well as noting which 
activities are short term and which are ongoing.  I’ve highlighted Goal 2 here, as we will be 
discussing code a little later.
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You’ll see work plans for each year; beginning this Fall. The annual work plans are similar to 
the ones that the HLC adopts now; but include all the proposed action items/strategies.  
I’ve highlighted our plan for the Fall, with work we hope to have completed on the code.
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The City of Salem has initiated work on a Cultural Landscape Management Plan for Bush’s 
Pasture Park/Deepwood.  Paul Agrimis of Greenworks is the lead consultant with MIG and 
Willamette CRA on the consultant team.  HLC member Carol Cottingham is serving as the 
liaison from the HLC to the stakeholder committee for this project.  The first stakeholder 
meeting is on the 15th of July 2020.
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I’m now going to provide an overview of the proposed code amendments to SRC 230, with 
related amendments to SRC 300.
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To remind you, early on in the update of the preservation plan update process we asked 
our community what was working and what wasn’t.  We identified several needs within the 
code in particular. 
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Amendments are proposed to clarify some definitions, standards and review processes, as 
well as to add language that was inadvertently left out in the last round of amendments. 
Specific clarifications include: 

Establish definitions for certain terms utilized in SRC Chapter 230; 
Clarify language for new construction in Commercial Historic Districts; 
Providing clarifying examples for energy efficiency and storm windows in Residential 
Historic Districts; 
Insert missing language relating to the alteration of site features on residential 
noncontributing buildings; 
Clarify language related to demolition by neglect;
Improve standards for Signs in Commercial Districts and alterations to Streetscape. 
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The proposed amendments create an administrative process with clear and objective 
standards for inkind replacements, restoration and nonvisible minor alterations (Class 1 
Minor Historic Design Review).The proposed amendments establish standards for signs in 
historic residential districts as well as standards and processes for demolition of historic 
accessory structures. The existing Historic Adaptive Reuse section is proposed as a new 
chapter (SRC 231) to align with the structure of the Unified Development Code. Proposed 
amendments required as a result of newly adopted Oregon Administrative Rules that 
implement Goal 5 establish a new process for relocation and demolition of historic 
structures
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Council initiation – July 13, 2020 with HLC Public Hearing on 8202020;  
City Council first reading – October 12, 2020; Public Hearing on October 26, 2020 and 
second reading on November 9, 2020.
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Work Session on Historic Code Amendments will be in July with public hearing in August.
We will be sending draft plan and code amendments to interested stakeholders.  Let us 
know who you think we should send it to.
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